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100 Most Promising Microsoft Solution Providers
It is no secret that Microsoft solutions are at the heart of many
enterprises across the globe. Be it running financials, customer
systems, or supply chains; Microsoft enterprise solutions
are the backbone of virtually every organization. However,
the overwhelming array of products and services–Dynamics
ERP, CRM; Azure; SharePoint; SQL Server; Office 365–make
navigating the complex and fragmented Microsoft landscape
highly difficult.
Collaboration and productivity applications form the hub
of communication for knowledge workers. When it comes to
document management, companies see SharePoint as pivotal,
with productivity applications like Office 365 and Exchange
playing a central role in how employees collaborate and
communicate.
Microsoft is also adopting new philosophies as it continues
to compete with Amazon, Google and others in the cloud
computing market. In a bid to make Azure stand out, the
software giant is taking a path that it is rarely known to take—
embracing openness. As it stands, this strategy seems to be
working as numerous companies are starting to see Azure as
their cloud computing platform of choice.
In the wake of these developments, the CIOs are looking
to partner with leading solution and consulting firms to gain
third-party insights into best practices for specific domains,
such as supply chain, sales automation, or customer experience.
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They are also on the lookout for partners with strong business
acumen, industry-focused consultants and practices, change
management skills, and tools built for specific industries.
Furthermore, Microsoft clients desire for fully managed
solutions from firms with an “asset heavy” footprint, global data
presence, and strong skills around infrastructure management.
The software giant partners with about half a million
vendors, ranging from multinational corporations to smaller
players and specialist providers. Existing within this universe of
Microsoft partners are a select few who are a step above the
rest, and through this edition of CIO Review, we will help clients
gain more insights into the capabilities of the major global
service providers who are strong in Microsoft technologies.
As a prelude to CIO Review’s 100 Most Promising Microsoft
Solution Providers 2014, our selection panel evaluated the
capabilities thousands of vendors in this space that have skills
to tackle complex challenges. The companies featured have
showcased an in-depth expertise in delivering integrated and
innovative technologies to streamline operations across the
Microsoft landscape. A distinguished panel of CEOs, CIOs, VCs,
industry analysts and the editorial board of CIO Review selected
the final 100 companies that are at the forefront of tackling
today’s challenge in the Microsoft ecosystem.
We present to you CIO Review’s 100 Most Promising
Microsoft Solution Providers 2014.
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Provides an agile platform,
Enterprise Enabler that
delivers an integrated development environment
across all data sources

Stone Bond Technologies
Out-Of-The Box Bidirectional and Agile
Data Integration

M

ost large organizations have a
highly disperse and distributed
IT infrastructure with several
Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, IBM and
instrumentation components. As there is a
lack of a single technology that solves an
organization’s IT requirements, getting these
disparate systems to operate seamlessly
with each other is not only the biggest, but
also the costliest and most time-consuming
challenge that exists today. As a result,
enterprises are on the lookout for ways to
federate data across many environments
with real-time and bidirectional access.
Although great strides have been made in
visualization, business process management
and portal technologies, the application and
data integration is still remaining stagnant
with legacy integration technologies. “It’s
like filling the tank of a Ferrari with 1970’s
regular gasoline and wondering why the
engine is pinging,” says Pamela Szabó,
Founder and CTO, Stone Bond Technologies.
In the wake of these developments,
Stone Bond Technologies’ Enterprise
Enabler provides a single visual integrated
development environment and platform for
integration. “It is the only enterprise grade
full-scope middleware platform built on the
Microsoft stack and in use by Fortune 500
companies worldwide,” claims Szabó. The

can build relationships across multiple
types of sources, applications, databases,
standards, instruments and cloud with
simple point and click, and drag and drop
capabilities. “Real-time integration
and virtualization without the fear
of tech debt that becomes too
unwieldy to manage could be
the difference in accelerating
past the competition or simply
keeping up with the herd,”
states Szabó.
Enterprise Enabler delivers
bidirectional application and
data integration out-of-the-box.
This helps to reduce the costs
associated with connecting to data
sources at the application layer, while
drastically improving the time to delivery
on IT projects with significant integration
components. “Stone Bond delivers this
platform along with the integration expertise
to fast track customer integrations often
times improving speed to delivery 10-1 vs.
the status quo,” says Szabó.
Federation,
virtualization
and
integration of applications and data are at the
center of all IT departments, and the agility
of the company depends on the delivery of
these components. With newer and bigger
needs that demand greater flexibility in the

Our platform fast tracks customer integrations often
times improving speed to delivery 10-1 vs. the status
quo
platform is built to be fully scalable, secure
and monitored, providing a single framework
for development, testing, deployment
and management, complete with an audit
trail and a patented metadata monitoring
tool. Without the need to code, customers

cloud and Big Data realms, Stone Bond
has helped many organizations eliminate
the legacy integration software based hand
coded solutions of the past. For instance, a
large manufacturing and services provider to
the oil industry needed to improve the entire

Pamela Szabó

purchasing
and delivery
life cycle. After
a failed multi-year effort utilizing legacy
integration tools they adopted Enterprise
Enabler to facilitate not only the integration
points across thousands of vendors spanning
65 subsidiaries on four continents, but also
the data flow processes for verification and
exemption to assure accurate billing and
collections. The solution was successfully
deployed in 3 months resulting in 45 day
accounts receivables shrinking to 3 days.
Since then, Enterprise Enabler has facilitated
real-time worldwide banking reconciliation
across all subsidiaries.
With the number of companies that
are leaving Java and moving to .Net for
their primary development platform, Stone
Bond sees rapidly increasing demand for its
Enterprise Enabler product. “We are also
excited about the upcoming in-memory
SQL Server, which we will be leveraging for
many aspects of integration,” says Szabó.
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